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	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : Setting the overall scene of the initiative
	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : DRC's 2025 strategy has various components, one of these being 'Increasing Protection of the Hard to Reach'. To adequately measure DRC's effectiveness of reaching this goal are two Key performance Indicators which aim to capture the percent of DRC's beneficiaries who are 'Hard to Reach' and the percent of the budget allocated to Hard to Reach populations. Both of these KPIs require the defining of this term 'hard to reach'. The definition must take demographic and geographic factors into consideration, while also allowing for sub national contextualization. The global 2025 strategy has a number of core initiatives, priorities and organizational principles which aim to guide the organization in collectively pursuing global breakthroughs.
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